
First concentration camp, opening with 200 political prisons after the 
Nazi takeover of Bavaria.

Kristallnacht or “Night of the Broken Glass” is considered one ot the 
first Nazi aggressions against its Jewish population. 

Its purpose was enlarged to include forced labor, and, eventually, the 
imprisonment of Jews, ordinary German and Austrian criminals, and 
foreign nationals from countries that Germany occupied or invaded. 

Nazi Germany intensified its pursuit of the “Final Solution.” These 
years saw systematic deportations of millions of Jews to increasingly 
efficient killing centers using poison gas.

Medical experiments on prisons included:
• Freezing / 

Hypothermia.
• Genetics.
• Infectious 

Diseases.
• Interrogation and 

Torture.
• Killing / 

Genocide.
• High Altitude.
• Pharmacological.
• Sterilization.
• Surgery.
• Traumatic 

Injuries.

As US troops apporached, there were 67,665 registered prisoners in 
Dachau—43,350 political and 22,100 Jewish prisoners. 

Germans forced more than 7,000 prisoners, mostly Jews, on a 
death march from Dachau to Tegernsee far to the south. They were 
liberated days later.

The US troops and the prisoners killed camp gaurds after the camp 
was liberated. Troops also forced locals witness the conditions in 
Dachau and to help clean the facilities. Many local residents were 
shocked and claimed no knowledge of the activities at the camp

Over the 12 years of use as a concentration camp, the Dachau 
administration recorded the intake of 188,000 prisoners and deaths 
of more than 28,000.
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T i m e l i n e
Jan—Hitler becomes Reich 
Chancellor.

May—Opening of Dachau.

Nuremberg Laws 
institutionalizing racial 
discrimination; new prisoner 
groups are sent to the camp.

Heinrich Himmler becomes 
Chief of the German Police, 
beginning of constructing 
a system of concentration 
camps.

Prisons are forced to tear 
down exsisting factory and 
build what we know as the 
camp—Labor Camp.

Sept—Germany invades 
Poland, initiating World War 
II. 

Hundreds are deported to 
Dachau.

Germany begins attacking 
western Europe. 

Over 13,000 prisoners are 
sent to Dachau from Poland. 

Death camps, such as 
Auschwitz, are built.

Jun—Germany invade Soviet 
Union. Start of the mass 
shooting of more than 4,000 
Soviet prisoners of war.

Dec—The U.S. enters war.

Nazis refocus on “Final 
Solution.” Cremantoriums 
are built and  medical 
experiments start.

30 large sub-camps 
specializing on armaments. 

Over 63,000 prisoners in 
Dachau. Outbreak of a typhus.

June 6—D-Day.

Apr 26—7,000 prisons begin 
death march.

Apr 29—Liberation of the 
camp. (Those on march are 
liberated days later.)

Apr 30—Hitler commits 
suicide.

May 7—Germany surrenders 
to the western Allies.

Dachau Concentration Camp

Translating to “Work will make you free,” the words “Arbeit 
Macht Frei” adorned the prisoners’ entrance. 

These are famous photographs taken by Lee Miller (f), a war coorsepondent with Vogue magazine, at Dachau 
days after the liberation.  From left to right, enterance to Dachau (1), Americans discovering the dead (2), 

liberated prisoners in bunks (3), dead SS gaurd in river (4).

Handout provided by  Molly Koeneman & Lauren Doser
Research from the Dachau Concentration Camp Memorial website, the US Holocaust Memorial Museum Website, NationaGeographic.com, Educate.org, 

LeeMiller.co.uk and Wikipedia. 

19
38 Kristallnacht and 10,000 Jews 

are sent to Dachau.


